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김경환

Schedule
z

11/22
–
–

z

11/27
–

z

Introduction
Theory
Energy transfer and Vibrational relaxation
dynamics

11/29
–
–

Photodissociation reaction
Bimolecular reaction

Today
z 11/22
–
–
z

z

Introduction
Theory

11/27
– Energy transfer and Vibrational relaxation dynamics
11/29
– Photodissociation reaction
– Bimolecular reaction

Introduction

Introduction
z

Comparing chemical dynamics
–

z

Achieve information of more complex
environments

Effect of solvent
–
–

Minor limit
Profound limit

: changing the energies slightly
: intimate part of the chemistry

Introduction
z

Goal in this review
–
–

z

Examine recent progress
Look toward the prospect

Examples
–
–
–

: extensively studied
Energy transfer
Photodissociation
Bimolecular reaction : infancy

Theory

Transition state
z
z

Unifying concept in chemistry
Influence of the solvent

Transition state
z

Statistical theory
–

z

Molecules explore all of the available
configurations

Convenient framework for discussing
chemical dynamics

Simple comparison

- Both depends on the size of the reactants

Treating a liquid
simply as a dense gas
z
z

Means of estimating timescales
Density of gas at 1 torr
–

z

Gas having the density of a liquid
–

z

Collide every 100ns
Collide every 100fs
> interaction are not separated in time

Limits
–

Leaves out important features

IBC model
z
z

Treats the liquid as a lattice
Relative motion of the lattice
–

z
z
z

Collision occurs every 300fs

Surprisingly good estimates
k of energy transfer :
<v(t)v(0)> provides an collision interval

IVR (intramolecular vibrational relaxation)
z

Complete sampling of configuration
–

z
z

TS theory connects gases and liquids

Energy flow among the available
vibrational states within the molecule
Gas : depends on the coupling within the
molecule

IVR (intramolecular vibrational relaxation)
z

Liquid : complications
–
–
–

Change the intramolecular coupling
Enable an otherwise unfavorable transition
Accepts or provides small amount of energy
to bring the levels into resonance (counterpart of
collision induced intramolecular energy flow)

IET (intermolecular energy transfer)
z
z
z
z

Energy transfer from solute to solvent
Vibration => vibration, collective mode
Solute receives energy from the relaxing
solute
Counterpart of collisional energy transfer
in the gases

Removal of Averaging
z
z

Studying liquid recapitulates these of gas
Removing of the averaging
–

z

Preparing molecules in an excited state
–

z

First step of studying dynamics
Removes the averaging

Knowing lifetime is important either in a
liquid or a gas
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2nd Day
김경환

Today
z

11/22
– Introduction
– Theory

z

11/27
– Energy transfer and Vibrational relaxation
dynamics

z

11/29
– Photodissociation reaction
– Bimolecular reaction

Intramolecular Vibrational Relaxation
z

Coupling of different vibrational mode
Energy redistribution over the
collisionless process

Example

Fluorescence
spectrum of
anthracene

Rates of the IVR
z

From Fermi’s Golden Rule

z

For all final states,

z

Two key parameter :
density of states, coupling strength

Comparison with Pendulum
• Density of states
> Number of linked
Pendulums
• Coupling strength
> length

Landau-Teller Model
z
z
z
z

Including the solvent effect
Treating the solvent as a perturbation
Solvent friction – relaxation rate
Calculation of force correlation function –
Information about relaxation rate

Landau-Teller Model
z

Two limits
–
–

z

Solvent dose not matter
Solvent-driven dynamics dominates

Many molecule are in intermediate regime

IVR in Gases and Liquids
z

Ways to controlling aspects of
vibrational energy flow
: changing the state structure, changing the
strength of its interaction with the solvent

Example 1 – CH2I2
• C-H stretch and stretch-bend
combination mode
• Not all available states participate
in the energy flow
• Changing the solvent affects
fundamental C-H stretch then the
first overtone
• Stronger influence on the slow
dynamics

Example 2 –
z
z
z

C-H stretch of benzene

Two characteristic timescale : fast(<0.5ps)
and slow(50ps)
fast : from strongly coupled states, not
affected by solvation
slow : from weakly coupled states, greatly
affected by solvation (4ps)

Example 3 – Supercritical fluids
z
z
z

Changing its density from that of a gas to
that of a liquid
fast one : dose not change
slow one : continuously change (Fits with
Landau-Teller model)

Example 4 – Competes with IET
z

z

Time evolution of the
population of the lowfrequency C-I stretch
mode of CH3I
In solution, IET to the
solvent drains the
molecule of its energy
before the second
stage of IVR occurs

Example 5 – Terminal acetylene
z
z
z

z

Most comprehensive comparison
Solvent accelerates the relaxation
Same extent of acceleration for all of the
acetylenic molecule -> intrinsic IVR and
solvent-driven IVR occurs independently
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3rd Day
김경환

Today
z

z

z

11/22
– Introduction
– Theory
11/27
– Energy transfer and Vibrational relaxation dynamics

11/29
– Photodissociation reaction
– Bimolecular reaction

Photodissociation Reaction
z

AB + hv

z

Unique window into chemical dynamics
Presence of solvent

z

–
–
–

z

A+B

altering energy disposal
changing the relative energies
limiting the separation
> Substantial effect

Same principles apply to other unimolecular
reactions

Examples
PES of isolated molecule
: starting point for describing
photodissociation reactions in solution
z Solvent does not change the shape of the
surface in the Franck-Condon region
z Gas-phase potential contains information
about the initial dynamics in solution
z

Example 1 : iodialkane
z
z
z

Resonance
Raman spectra
Little effect on the
initial dynamics
early photo
dissociation
dynamics are not
greatly altered by
solvation

Example 2 : CH2I2
Solvent induced symmetry
breaking
: changes the short time
dynamics

z

z

In gas phase
–
–

z

moves along symmetric
I-C-I stretch
selection occur outside
of Franck-Condon region.

In solution phase
–
–

one bond to stretch more
than the other
selection occurs inside
of Franck-Condon region.

Example 3 : OClO
z
z
z
z

More dramatic example
Difference in the Franck-Condon region
Solvation initially preserves the C2v symmetry
of the dissociating molecule
Solvation makes Cl+O2 channel more
important

Example 4 : triatomic molecule(HgI2, I3-)
z

Solvent changes distribution of excess energy
> affects to the dynamics

z

z

Excess energy >> rotation and vibration of the diatomic
fragment
Gas
–

z

Solution
–

z

fragment(HgI, I2-) has higher excitation level
relaxes the vibration within 2 or 3 ps
¾ high time resolution neededGas

Prediction on CN fits well to the following experiment

Example 5 : HOCl (1)
z

Inhibiting the separation of the fragments
> trap the nascent pair within a solvent cage

z

Excess energy goes into the relative
translational energy of the atomic fragments
> measure the stopping power of the solvent

z

Germinate recombination

Example 5 : HOCl (2)
z r0

determines the probability that they will
recombine

z

z r0

increased linearly with the excess energy

Example 6 : CH2I2
z
z
z

Recombination can causes isomer and it can
plays an important role in secondary reaction
CH2I-I isomer formed within 1ps
Several polyhalomethane can also form that
kind of isomer

Bimolecular Reactions
z

Generating reactants with well-defined initial
internal energy is hard in solution
> hard to achieve good state resolution

z

There are no examples of state-to-state
studies

Bimolecular Reactions
z
z

Photodissociation is an effective means of
producing reactive radicals in solution
Interaction rapidly dissipate the excess
kinetic energy
> little excess energy for reactions occurring beyond
the first solvent shell

z

Vibrational excitation can survive for up to
hundreds of picoseconds

Examples
z

z

Few examples of generating reactive species
which have sufficient time resolution and
state selectivity
Some pioneering experiments
–

–

Absorptions of the solvent and products lie in
separate spectral regions
Cl, CN can be prepared with selected vibrational
states and survive long enough for a reactive
encounter

Example 1 : Cl + C6H12
z
z

z
z

Using transient infrared absorbtion,
detects HCl product
Determine the rate constant

Example 2 : CN + CHCl3
z
z
z

Competition between two reaction
channels
HCN or ClCN

Example 3 : Cl in CH2Cl2
z
z
z

Photolysis of Cl2 in CH2Cl2
Hydrogen abstraction reaction
Addition of n-pentane
–
–

Provides other abstraction channel
Accelerates the reaction

Example 3 : Cl in CH2Cl2
• Cl detection
• Determines rate constant between
pentane and Cl

• Product detection
• Same information
• Additional information

• Branching between products
• Vibrational energy contents

Conclusion
Emphasized essential connections
between chemical dynamics in gases
and liquids
z Described recent progress in liquids
z It is hard and complex to study
dynamics of the liquids but it is
challenging and promising
z
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(Class 1 : Introduction & theory)
I. Introduction
- Comparing chemical dynamics in gases with their solution-phase counterparts is
useful : Information of more complex environments
- Effect of solvent can range from minor to profound.
◆ Minor limit : changing the energies slightly
◆ Profound limit : intimate part of the chemistry
- Goal in this review
◆ to examine recent progress in translating experimental studies of chemical
dynamics in gases to liquids
◆ look toward the prospect of making more extensive comparison
- Examples
◆ Energy transfer : have yielded most dynamical information in liquid
◆ Photodissociation
◆ Bimolecular reaction : infancy

II. Theory
1) Transition state
- Unifying concept in chemistry
- The rate of passage through the transition state determines the rate of the
reaction

- Solvent con influence the reaction rate by changing the relative energies
- Statistical theory
: molecules explore all of the available configurations and momenta accessible at
a particular energy.
- Convenient framework for discussing chemical dynamics in gases and in solution.
2) Simple comparison

Encounter

Gas

Liquid

Translate freely

Controlled by

between collisions

diffusion
Rate of diffusive

Limiting rate
(for a bimolecular reaction)
Rate constant
(for two reactant A and B)

Collision rate
           

encounter
           

- Both depend on the size of the reactants.
3) Treating a liquid simply as a dense gas
- Convenient means of estimating timescales
- Density of gas at 1 torr : collide approximately every 100ns
- Gas having the density of a liquid : collide approximately every 100fs
: interaction are not separated in time
- Limit : leaves out important features
◆ Many-body interaction
◆ Hydrogen-bonded structures and etc.
4) IBC (isolated binary collision) model
- Treats the liquid as a lattice
- Accounts for the relative motion of the lattice to yield the result that a molecule
has a collision as a typical liquid (every 300fs)
- Surprisingly good estimates of rates
- For the energy transfer between states i and f,          
(product of that probability and density dependent collision rate constant)
- Decay of the velocity correlation function      provides an collision
interval.
5) IVR (intramolecular vibrational relaxation)
- The complete sampling of configurations and momenta : an aspect of transition
state theory connects reactions in gases and liquids.
- The energy flow among the available vibrational states within the isolated
molecule depends on the coupling within the molecule.
- There are several complication in a liquid

◆ Interaction of the solvent with the solute can change the intramolecular
coupling -> change the rate of vibrational energy flow
◆ Making up small differences in the energy of two states enabling an otherwise
unfavorable transition
◆ Solvent either accepts or provides small amounts of energy to bring the levels
into resonance. (counterpart of collision induced intramolecular energy flow)
6) IET (intermolecular energy transfer)
- Energy transfer from the vibrations of the solute to vibrations of the solvent
molecules and to the collective modes of the solvent.
- Receive energy from the relaxing solute.
- Similar to collisional vibration-to-vibration energy transfer in gases : The flow
of vibrational energy into translations and rotations in gases.
7) Removal of Averaging
- Developments of studying dynamics in liquid recapitulates these of gases.
- Removing of the averaging was one of the first step of studying reaction
dynamics.
- Preparing molecules in an excited vibrational state removes the averaging over
the thermal distribution of initial states.
- Knowing lifetime of the initially prepared state is important in order to study its
chemistry either in a liquid or a gas.
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(Class 2 : Energy transfer and Vibrational relaxation)
I. Intramolecular Vibrational Relaxation
- Diatomic molecule : collisions are required to redistribute vibration
energy
- In large system
coupling of different vibrational modes by small perturbations (usually
neglected in the Hamiltonian)
=> Energy can be redistributed in a collisionless process

FIg. Fluorescence spectrum of Anthracene

- Rate of IVR
          
   
- Two key parameter : density of states and coupling strength

II. The Laudau-Teller Model
- Method for including the solvent in vibrational relaxation
- Treating the solvent as a perturbation that couples the vibrational levels
of a molecule
- The inclusion of states of the solvent allows it to make up the
difference in energy as well as provide the fluctuating force that drives
the transition
- Relates solvent friction (macroscopic property) to the relaxation rate by
force correlate function
- Calculation of force correlate function -> Information about relaxation
rate (MD etc.)
- Two limits
One : Solvent dose not matter (Solvent interacts weakly or the density
of states in the most strongly coupled tiers is so large)
The other : Solvent-driven dynamics dominates (intramolecular coupling
is weak or there are too few states available)
- Many molecules are in some intermediate regime where solvent driven
IVR and intrinsic IVR both contribute.

III. IVR in Gases and Liquids
-

Ways

to

controlling

aspects

of

vibrational energy flow
:

changing
changing

the
the

state

structure,

strength

of

its

stretch

and

interaction with the solvent
*

Example

1

:



stretch-bend combination mode in
 

-

Not

all

of

the

available

states

participate in the energy flow.
-

Changing

the

solvent

affects

fundamental C-H stretch then the
first overtone
-

Stronger
dynamics

influence

on

the

slow

* Example 2 : C-H stretch overtone of benzene
- Two characteristic timescale : fast(<0.5ps) and slow(50ps)
- fast : from strongly coupled states, not affected by solvation
- slow : from weakly coupled states, greatly affected by solvation (4ps)
* Example 3 : supercritical fluids
- changing its density from that of a gas to that of a liquid
- fast one : dose not change
- slow one : continuously change (Fits with Landau-Teller model)
* Example 4 : Competes with IET

- Time evolution of the population of the low-frequency C-I stretch mode
of   
- In solution, IET to the solvent drains the molecule of its energy before
the second stage of IVR occurs
* Example 5 : Terminal acetylene
- most comprehensive comparison
- high-resolution spectroscopy of the cold molecule in a molecular beam
& infrared pump-probe spectroscopy of the room temperature molecule
- solvent accelerates the relaxation
- same extent of acceleration for all of the acetylenic molecule ->
intrinsic IVR and solvent-driven IVR occurs independently
-     
- Studies on the supercritical fluids supports this
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(Class 3 : Photodissociation & Bimolecular reaction)
I. Photodissociation Reactions
1. Photodissociation Reaction
- AB +  -> A + B
- Provides unique window into chemical dynamics
: detailed information about potential energy surfaces
- Presence of solvent
: altering energy disposal, changing the relative energies, limiting the
separation
-> Substantial effect
- Many of the same principles apply to other unimolecular reactions (ex.
excited-state photoisomerization)

2. Examples
-

PES

of

isolated

molecule

:

starting

point

for

describing

photodissociation reactions in solution when the coupling is weak.
- Solvent generally does not change the shape of the surface in the
Franck-Condon region
-> Gas-phase potential contains some information about the initial
dynamics in solution
* Example 1 : iodoalkanes
- Resonance Raman spectra of isolated and solvated iodoalkanes
- Solvation has little effect on the initial dynamics.
- The relative intensities of the C-I overtones in    are similar in
vapor and solution phases, indicating that the early photodissociation
dynamics are not greatly altered by solvation.

* Example 2 : photodissociation of   (exception)
- Solvent induced symmetry breaking
-> changes the short time dynamics
- In gas phase : initially moves along the symmetric I-C-I stretch
coordinates,

selection

of

breaking

bond

occurs

outside

of

the

Franck-Condon region.
- In solution phase : one bond to stretch more than the other at early
time, selection of breaking bond occurs inside of the Franck-Condon
region.

* Example 3 : photodissociation of OClO
- More dramatic example

- difference in the Franck-Condon region of the excited state changes
the dissociation dynamics
- Solvation initially preserves the  symmetry of the dissociating
molecule
- Solvation makes     channel more important
* Example 4 : Triatomic molecule (    ,  )
- Solvation changes the distribution of excess energy -> affects to the
dynamics
- Excess energy can go into rotation and vibration of the diatomic
fragment
- In gas phase, fragment(    ,  ) has higher excitation level
- In solution phase, energy transfer to the solvent relaxes the vibration
within 2 or 3 ps => high time resolution 필요
- Prediction on the CN fragment from the photodissociation of ICN well
matched with the measurement
* Example 5 : photodissociation of 
- Inhibiting the separation of the fragments
-> trap the nascent pair within a solvent cage
- Excess energy goes into the relative translational energy of the atomic
fragments => measure the stopping power of the solvent
- Direct recombination (geminate recombination) of the fragments is
possible
- Geminate recombination kinetics provide information about the kinetic
energy release in the dissociation and the dissipation of that energy by
the solvent
- Geminate recombination is unique property of condensed-phase reaction
   
     
 , 
-       ⋅  




determines the probability

that they will recombine
-  increased linearly with the excess energy
* Example 6 : photodissociation of  
- Recombination can causes isomer and it can plays an important role in
secondary reaction
-   forms      isomer within 1 ps : resonance Raman spectrum

measured I-I stretching
- Several polyhalomethane can also form that kind of isomer

II. Bimolecular Reactions
1. Bimolecular Reaction study
-

Generating

reactants

with

well-defined

initial

internal

energy

is

impossible in solution -> hard to achieve good state resolution
- There are no examples of state-to-state studies
- Photodissociation is an effective means of producing reactive radicals in
solution
- Interaction rapidly dissipate the excess kinetic energy -> little excess
energy for reactions occurring beyond the first solvent shell
- Vibrational excitation can survive for up to hundreds of picoseconds,
corresponding to thousands of collisions with solvent
- Relatively few examples of generating reactive species which have
sufficient time resolution and state selectivity to reveal the fine details
of bimolecular reaction.
2. Examples
- Some pioneering experiments
- carefully chosen systems where the absorptions of the solvent and
products lie in separate spectral regions.
- Cl, CN can be prepared with selected vibrational states and survive long
enough for a reactive encounter
* Example 1 : Hydrogen abstraction reaction
-    → 
-     →     
- using transient infrared absorbtion, detects HCl product
* Example 2 :   
-    →   
- There is competition between two reaction channels
-  or 
* Example 3 : photolysis of  in methylene chloride
- Cl detection

: Additional pentane provides other abstraction channel -> determines
rate constants between pentane and Cl.
- Product detection (HCl)
: same information of Cl detection, additional information (vibrational
energy content, branching between different reaction channels)

III. Conclusion
- Emphasized essential connections between chemical dynamics in gases
and liquids
- Described recent progress in liquids
- It is hard and complex to study dynamics of the liquids but it is
challenging and promising.
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김경환

시험 후보 문제
1. 기체분자 운동론에 따른 기체 분자의 충돌 빈도는 다음과 같다.


 
     





1 torr의 수증기에서 물 분자는 평균적으로 몇 초에 한 번씩 충돌한다고 할 수 있는가? 그
리고 그 결과로부터 기체 상태에서의 state-to-state resolution을 얻기가 상대적으로 쉬운
이유를 설명하시오. (300K, 물분자의 지름은  ×   로 가정)
답 :





      ×   







 
  ×  



   ×    


   , 130ns당 한 번씩 충돌한다.
∴  

 × 
한번 반응이 시작된 분자는 평균적으로 130ns동안은 disturb 되지 않으므로 일반적인 time-resolved
experiment에서 좋은 state-to-state resolution을 얻을 수 있다.

2. Condensed phase를 dense gas로 가정하는 방법을 이용하여 1g/mL의 물에서 물 분자
는 평균적으로 몇 초에 한 번씩 충돌하는지 계산하시오. (단 기체 분자의 충돌 빈도는


 
      로 주어진다) 그리고 이 결과를 이용하여 condensed phase에서 높은





state-to-state resolution을 얻기 힘든 이유를 설명하시오. (300K)
답 :

 × 

  ×  




 


 
  ×  




   ×    


   , 126ns당 한 번씩 충돌한다.
∴  

 × 
solution에서는 평균적으로 100fs정도 만에 한 번씩 주위 분자들에 의해 disturb되므로 높은

state-to-state resolution을 얻기가 매우 어렵다.

3. 다음 중 solvation의 결과 반응 속도가 빨라지는 경우를 모두 고르시오.

① a = 10, b = 5, c = 10

② a = 10, b = 10, c = 5

③ a = 5, b = 10, c = 5

④ a = 5, b = 10, c = 0

⑤ a = 10, b = 0, c = 30
답 : ③, ④

4. Bimolecular reaction에서, condensed phase의 경우는 반응물이 용매분자들 속에 갇혀
있어서 다른 반응물과 충돌할 수 있는 기회가 gas phase인 경우 보다 매우 적다. 그럼에도
불구하고 두 경우 모두 비슷한 크기의 반응속도 상수를 가지는 이유를 설명하시오.
답 :
gas phase의 경우는 비록 충돌할 기회는 훨씬 더 많지만 모든 충돌이 반응을 일으킨다는
보장은 없다. 즉 gas phase에서는 상당수의 충돌이 유효한 화학반응을 일으키지 못하는 반
면, solution에서는 한번 같은 cage에 들어와서 마주친 두 분자는 그 즉시 반응을 일으키지
못하더라도 cage에 갇혀 서로 멀어지지 못하고 반응이 일어날 기회를 더욱 오래 가지게 된
다.

5. 다음은 Fermi의 Golden rule을 이용하여 유도한 Intramolecular vibrational relaxation
의 속도상수식이다. IVR에서 속도 상수를 결정짓는 두 가지 중요한 parameter를 말하고,
주어진 식에서 어떤 symbol에 해당하는지 쓰시오.

    
답 :
V : coupling strength
   : density of state

6. IVR의 time constant에 미치는 solvent의 영향을 연구하는 데 있어서, supercritical
fluid에 대한 연구가 갖는 이점은 무엇인가?
답 :
supercritical fluid는 gas와 liquid의 경계가 사라지는 점으로, 다양한 density를 가지는 상
태를 만들 수 있다. 즉, gas phase와 liquid phase 사이의 상태를 연결하는 상태들을 만들
수 있으므로, 그 둘 사이에서 반응 dynamics가 어떻게 변해 가는지를 연구 할 수 있다.

7. 다음 그래프는 gas phase와 solution에서 측정한   의 IVR 데이터이다.    의 IVR
에 미치는 solvent의 영향을 어떻게 설명할 수 있겠는가?   는 하나는 빠르고 하나는 느
린 두 종류의 속도 상수를 가지고 있다.

답 :
그래프를 보면, 빠른 속도 상수를 가지는 반응은 둘 모우에서 일어나는 반면(앞쪽의 stiff한
선) 느린 속도 상수를 가지는 반응은 solution에서는 일어나지 않음을 알 수 있다. (오히려
signal이 사라진다) 이를 통해서 solvent는 빠르게 일어나는 IVR에는 상대적으로 거의 영향
을 끼치지 않지만 천천히 일어나는 IVR에는 큰 영향을 끼침을 알 수 있다.

8. 다음 표는   의 photodissociation reaction에서 15fs의 time delay후에 측정된
resonance Raman spectrum data이다. Vapor와 solution에서 서로 매우 유사한 값의 C-I
overtone을 가지는 것은 무엇을 의미하는가?

답 :
15fs는 early dynamics (Franck-Condon region)에 해당하며 실제 dissociation이 일어나
는 C-I bond의 vibration이 두 경우에 거의 같다는 것은 이러한 early dynamics에는
solvent의 영향이 거의 없다는 것을 의미한다.

9. Solution에서 Bimolecular reaction dynamics를 연구하기 힘든 이유를 설명하시오.
답 :
Time resolved study를 위해서는 반응을 순간적으로 개시하는 것이 필요하고, bimolecular
reaction의 경우에는 두 반응 분자 중 하나를 순간적으로 activation해야 한다. 하지만
solution의 경우에는 solvent분자들에 의해서 activation된 분자가 다른 반응물에 도달하기
전에 빠르게 relaxation되어 버린다.

10. 다음 그래프는    를 용매로 사용하여, Cl radical의 hydrogen abstraction 반응을
실험한 것이다. Pentane의 농도가 증가 할수록 반응 속도가 빨라지는 이유를 설명하고 그
것으로부터 Cl radical과 pentane간의 반응속도 상수를 어떻게 얻을 수 있는지 설명하시오.

답 :
Pentane이 없을 경우에는   의 hydrogen만을 떼어갈 수 있지만 pentane이 존재하면
다른 추가적인 channel (pentane의 hydrogen을 abstraction) 이 생기므로 반응 속도가 빨
라진다.
반응 속도가 빨라지는 정도를 계산하여 Cl radical과 pentane의 bimolecular reaction의
rate constant를 유추할 수 있다.

